Thermodynamics of hydrogen bond patterns in supramolecular assemblies of water molecules.
The PACHA (Partial Atomic Charges and Hardnesses Analysis) formalism is applied to various supramolecular assemblies of water molecules. After a detailed study of all available crystal structures for ice polymorphs, we shown that the hydrogen bond strength is roughly constant below 1 GPa and considerably weakened above that value. New hydrogen bond patterns are proposed for ice IV, V, and VI after (EB) (electrostatic balance) minimization. For other polymorphs, there is an almost perfect coincidence between experimental and predicted hydrogen bond patterns. The evolution of hydrogen bond energy as a function of molecular geometry in water clusters with up to 280 water molecules and in large supramolecular compounds is quantitatively described. Intermolecular hydrogen bonds are found to lie between -9 and -32 kJ mol-1, the stronger interaction occurs within the spherical fully disordered water droplet buried at the heart of Müller's superfullerene keplerate. The weakest one occurs in a chiral molecular snub cube built from six calix[4]resorcinarene and eight water molecules. Intramolecular hydrogen bonds are found in the range -10-100 kJ mol-1 and can thus be considerably stronger than intermolecular bonds. Finally, through the investigation of a clathrate type I compound, it was possible to obtain a deep insight of the host-guest interactions and self-assembly rules of water cages in these materials.